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1.

affect: (verb) to influence/cause a change

26.

2.

agricultural: the science, art, or occupation concerned with
cultivating land, raising crops, and feeding, breeding, and
raising livestock; farming.

motivation: a character's reason for behaving in a certain
manner which influences the character to do something

27.

motive: a reason for doing something

28.

necessary: important that you must do it or have it, absolutely
needed

3.

appropriate: proper; suitable to the situation.

4.

cause: something or someone that produces an effect

29.

observe: observe with care or pay close attention to

5.

compare: to look at (two or more things) closely in order to see
what is similar or different about them or in order to decide
which one is better

30.

product: A quantity obtained by multiplication.

31.

prologue: a speech, passage, or event coming before the main
speech or event.

32.

provide: to make available

33.

quotient: the answer to a division problem

34.

recognize: identify/know and remember (someone or
something) because of previous knowledge or experience

35.

repetition: repeating a key word or idea for emphasis

conservative: a person who believes government power,
particularly in the economy, should be limited in order to
maximize individual freedom.

6.

7.

consider: to think about (something or someone) carefully
especially in order to make a choice or decision

8.

consonant: a speech sound that is not a vowel

9.

contrast: to be different especially in a way that is very obvious

36.

represent: to stand for or symbolize

37.

research: a scientific process that involves the systematic and
careful collection of data.

38.

responsibility: to be trustworthy and dependable.

39.

significant: important and meaningful

40.

similarity: a quality that makes one person or thing like another

10.

convince: make (someone) agree, understand, or realize the
truth or validity of something

11.

decrease: (verb) To become or make less; (noun) A lessening

12.

democracy: a political system in which the supreme power lies
in a body of citizens who can elect people to represent them

13.

detail: facts revealed by the author or speaker that support the
tone in the work

41.

solution: an answer

42.

suburban: a community near a large city.

14.

difference: the quality that makes one person or thing unlike
another

43.

suggest: propose a solution, hypothesis or other possible
answer.

15.

digital: of or relating to information that is stored in the form of
the numbers 0 and 1/ using computer technology

44.

sum: A quantity obtained by addition

16.

effect: (noun) a result

17.

epilogue: a short poem or speech spoken directly to the
audience following the conclusion of a play, or in a novel the
epilogue is a short explanation at the end of the book which
indicates what happens after the plot ends.

18.

especially: suitable to the situation., particularly

19.

glossary: a place in the back of the book that gives the
definitions or tell the meaning of certain words in the book.

20.

increase: to become larger or greater in size, amount, number,
etc.

21.

index: an alphabetical listing of key words, phrases, or topics
that includes the page numbers on which those items are
found within a publication

22.

indifference: (n.) a lack of interest or concern

23.

industrial: of or relating to industry : of or relating to factories,
the people who work in factories, or the things made in
factories

24.

liberal: a person whose views favor more govt involvemnt in
business, social welfare, minority rights, &increased govt
spending

25.

literary: concerning the writing, study, or content of literature

45.

support: to back up with details

46.

thorough: complete; very carefully done

47.

threw: to cause (something) to move out of your hand and
through the air by quickly moving your arm forward

48.

through: from side to side; into or out of

49.

throughout: in every part of

50.

vowel: A, e , i, o, u and sometimes y

